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Abstract 
 
Mobile devices have become commonplace, and are increasingly capable of accessing 
multi-media resources such as audio and video. Many libraries maintain multi-media 
digital collections that could be accessed on mobile devices.  Mobile devices, however, 
offer unique display and technical challenges that need to be addressed. The benefits of 
mobile access to library collections include the promise of increased use and an 
enhanced user experience. In this article we provide a detailed discussion of the issues 
related to mobile delivery of digital media, including a literature review, an overview of 
significant technical issues, and three case studies. 
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Introduction 
 
"The mobile revolution can be a critical method in promoting library 
use and value, dramatically impacting how libraries deliver services to their 
users" (Murray 245). 
 
The increasing presence of mobile devices is striking, and there is good reason to 
believe the trend will continue. In 2010 there were over five billion cell phone 
subscriptions globally (Whitney). Dr. Hamadoun Toure, Secretary-General of the 
International Telecommunication Union, says, "I am confident that we will continue to 
see a rapid uptake in mobile cellular services in particular in 2010, with many more 
people using their phones to access the Internet" (Bailey).  The 2009 Horizon Report, 
published jointly by Educause and The New Media Consortium, says, "for many users, 
broadband mobile devices like the iPhone have already begun to assume many tasks 
that were once the exclusive province of portable computers" (Johnston, Levine, and 
Smith 4).   Both the 2009 and 2010 Horizon Report list mobile computing as one of the 
top trends to watch, defining it as "use of the network-capable devices students are 
already carrying" (Johnston et al. 5).  The Pew Report further illustrates the changing 
role of mobile devices in our lives, and their ability to provide mobile access to multi-
media content. They found that in 2010, for example, 38% of cell phone users were 
accessing the Internet, as compared to 25% in 2009 (Smith 1). 
  
As we have seen on the web, the streaming of media content boasts seemingly limitless 
potential. The ability to extend this to mobile devices is also possible (Sauer 21), 
creating significant opportunities for responsive institutions.  Libraries have adapted web 
technologies to deliver content, and promote online access to their services (Buczynski 
2008 262). Furthermore, libraries are beginning to engage their users via mobile 
phones.  Examples include audio tours, text message reference services, text message 
alerts, and mobile-friendly search engines (Buczynski 2008 262). Museums are 
responding as well, and have recently started offering audio tours that are accessible by 
mobile phone (Buczynski 2008 263).   
 
With the addition of full-featured web browsers to mobile devices, there is a real 
opportunity to provide improved access to media collections (Buczynski 2008 266). 
These opportunities will just increase with developments in related technologies. The 
introduction of Apple's iPad into Canada in April 2010, for example, further 
demonstrates the variety of devices that will be developed as both computer and mobile 
technology continues to progress. There are a wide variety of possible candidates: 
libraries' oral history, folklore or special collections; mobile audio course reserves (e.g., 
Concordia University); mobile film and video collections (e.g., The National Film Board 
of Canada/NFB); mobile videos of past music concerts or programming events (e.g., the 
Orange County Library System); mobile access to proprietary music and video 
databases (e.g., Naxos and Alexander Street Press); mobile access to audiobooks 
(e.g., OverDrive and NetLibrary); and many other audio or video collections held within 
libraries. Audio collections have special potential for mobile access, as Buczyski says, 
because: "Audio, unlike watching video, or reading, can be enjoyed while engaged in a 
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wide range of activities" (2006 103). Furthermore, as one small-scale, cross-cultural 
study found: "The most popular usage context for listening to music on an MP3 player 
was clearly commuting to school or work" (Nettamo, Nirhamo, Häkkilä 92). 
 
Commercial ventures have been quick to respond, and can be viewed as direct 
competition to library services.  RealNetworks, for example, which specializes in 
streaming media software, have released an iPhone version of its Rhapsody 
subscription music service. The iPhone app enables on-demand music streaming to 
mobile phones (Rosoff). Music sites Spotify, Pandora, Grooveshark, and Last.fm have 
also launched similar apps.  
 
It is clear, then, that mobile technologies offer libraries the opportunity to provide 
unprecedented access to their collections. 
 
Literature Review  
A review of the literature revealed good general coverage on the emerging importance 
of mobile technologies to libraries (e.g., Kroski, Ally and Needham; Griffey; Hahn). 
Adequate coverage also exists for more specific subjects, such as mobile technology in 
relation to academic libraries (e.g., Lippincott "A Mobile Future"; Wilson and McCarthy), 
and for particular services such as reference (e.g., Lippincott "Mobile Reference"), and 
instruction (e.g., Godwin; Cuddy).  Balas' list of web sites and blogs that cover new 
mobile initiatives is a useful resource for those who want to stay current. 
The coverage is uneven, however, on the topic of mobile access to library collections.  
Only a handful of articles include discussions on the topic, where it is typically 
addressed within a single section rather than as the focus of the article. Murray provides 
an excellent overview of mobile library initiatives, with a helpful section on mobile 
access to library collections (240). She describes mobile access to several parts and 
formats of a library collection, including access to audio, video, music, ebook, and 
reference collections, as well as to proprietary databases. Particularly relevant are her 
descriptions of the AudioReserves2Go service at the Crouch Fine Arts Library at Baylor 
University, and the OverDrive system. The AudioReserves2Go service provides access 
to iPods preloaded with the audio files needed for course-related listening, whereas 
OverDrive enables libraries to provide wired and selective wireless access to ebooks, 
audiobooks, music, and video, without users having to visit the physical library. Kroski 
(34) also discusses mobile access to collections, including a brief mention of mobile 
access to audiobooks via preloaded iPods (at both the Thomas Ford Memorial Library 
and the St. Joseph County Public Library) and of the New York Public Library's use of 
the OverDrive system as a part of its eNYP2L service.  In his article on using mobile 
devices for research, Murphy provides a section on mobile access to proprietary 
databases, though databases that feature audio or video content are never mentioned. 
Jeske provides a compelling argument for the importance of audio and video to 
libraries, reminding us that "some people learn better through viewing and listening, and 
some people simply don't like to read" (22). She offers several case studies of 
innovative libraries that incorporate rich media into their services. Of special significance 
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is her description of a mobile initiative by the Denver Public Library, where recordings of 
staff members reading selected children's books from the collection can be accessed 
through podcasts and on the library's web site. 
In a similar vein, Buczynski (2006 98) argues that Ray Bradbury's 1950s Fahrenheit 451 
vision of a society where "everyone had audio devices in their ears all the time" has now 
been realized. Given this reality, he challenges libraries to meet user demand: "While 
many libraries possess large holdings of music and audio books on CD, consumers 
today expect online download or live streaming access" (99). His article also includes 
intelligent discussion of digital rights management (DRM), and of sites and services that 
provide online access to music and audiobooks. Although he never mentions mobile 
access explicitly, the implication is clear: "Bridging the audio holdings gap using 
emerging audio services, consumer audio services, and a risk taking mindset, are the 
first steps to addressing patron demand for new media content" (103). 
 
Finally, implicit in the idea of libraries providing mobile access to their collections is the 
belief that mobile learning is a significant form of pedagogy. For a comprehensive and 
recent (2009) overview of the core issues in mobile learning, see Pachler, Bachmair, 
and Cook. 
 
Getting Audio and Video Collections onto Mobile Phones  
 
Recognizing the value of presenting multi-media library collections to mobile devices 
raises the question of "how" to accomplish this.  In this section we discuss some of the 
basic issues and technologies involved.  
 
Mobile devices range from small "dumb phones", intended mainly for phone calls, to  
"smart phones" with full-featured browsers capable of accessing the web, emailing, 
playing audio and video, and more (Noyes).  These devices offer libraries an 
opportunity to reach out to patrons in a new manner.  Yet the ability to present media 
content is under-utilized.  
 
While many libraries are effectively presenting digital collections online mainly for 
desktop users, mobile users are in fact accessing them. Libraries are not usually 
tailoring this content to mobile use.  Mobile devices have specific issues that need to be 
addressed, and making an effort to present content appropriately for mobile devices is 
possible and quite beneficial to a growing percentage of a library's user base. For the 
purpose of this article we are focusing on "smart phones" or devices capable of a full 
web experience.  
 
When presenting audio and video collections to mobile devices, libraries must consider 
whether to stream content or to offer it as a download. Also, the capabilities of various 
devices need to be kept in mind. Finally, libraries need to consider whether to create 
content specifically for mobile devices, to adapt or modify existing online material, or to 
create specific applications for specific devices. 
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Both downloading and streaming have strengths and weaknesses. With downloading, a 
file will be downloaded and stored in the internal memory of the user's device. 
Streaming, however, involves content being immediately and continuously delivered to 
a patron without the media ever residing on their computer or mobile device ("Streaming 
Audio"). Ohio University Library, for example, is active with podcasting, offering both 
streaming and downloading options. Patrons have the option of playing the podcast 
right on the screen as a stream, or downloading the file to play in a media player of their 
choice (see Figure 1):  
 
 
Figure 1: Screenshot of Ohio University Libraries' podcast listing 
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Here we see the file streaming through their web site (see Figure 2):  
 
 
 
Figure 2: Screenshot of podcast track offered by Ohio University being played 
On mobile devices, however, the downloading option does not save the item for use at 
a later time. Instead, it plays right away in a media player on the user's device.  This 
takes the user away from the context in which the content was presented. This shift may 
be confusing, and potentially interrupts the user experience. Furthermore, if the file is 
inappropriate, downloading may be wasteful of time and resources. If we were to view 
this same page on an iPhone, for example, this is what we would see (see Figure 3):  
  
Figure 3: Screenshot of Ohio University Libraries' podcast listing seen on an iPhone 
screen 
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This example is potentially difficult to read and navigate.  If you choose to download the 
file, this is what you would see (see Figure 4):  
 
 
 
Figure 4: Screenshot of podcast track being played on an iPhone 
This takes the user away from the page (s)he was viewing, and the context. Once the 
video is cleared (closing the page or loading new content), the video will be gone, and 
the user will need to navigate back to the original web page.  As we see in this example, 
formats are a little less of a variable for downloading than for streaming.  
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Dalhousie University offers another example of making podcasts available (see Figure 
5). 
Figure 5: Screenshot of Dalhousie University's podcast listing 
Here the options are well laid out in a list. The options are clearly labeled, at the top of 
the list, as streaming or downloading. The file streams with the Flash version, which 
opens in a new tab. The other options are downloaded to a computer to access how the 
user chooses.   
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This page renders quite well on smart phones.  Here, for example, we can see the page 
displayed on the iPhone, which renders well on the phone's crisp screen, with fairly 
readable text (see Figure 6).  
Figure 6: Screenshot of Dalhousie University podcast listing on an iPhone 
 
As with the Ohio University example, however, downloading or streaming a file on a      
mobile device takes the user away from the context in which the content was originally 
presented, potentially causing confusion or, even worse, wasting a user's bandwidth in 
cases when the content was mistakenly selected. 
The situation is different on a desktop computer, where streaming technologies are 
fairly mature, and work well. Flash videos, for example, can be easily embedded in a 
web site. This is not the case for mobile devices. Support for streaming formats can be 
spotty and differs widely (Sauer 24). An example illustrating some of the difficulties in 
providing streaming media can be seen in the following chart published by WFMU 
Radio (see Table 1):  
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Table 1. WFMU Radio Chart illustrating streaming variables 
This chart illustrates some of the software variables, though only a select number of 
devices were even considered ("WFMU Mobile FAQ").  With streaming, though, context 
can be preserved and the patron remains right on the web page, allowing for a more 
structured presentation of material -- how the audio is being received and used.  
When creating content for a mobile device, there are a number of issues that make 
presentation a challenge. Screen size, input options, bandwidth restrictions and device 
limitations all need to be considered. 
 
Screen sizes are small, and vary from device to device.  For audio, associated images 
such as an album cover and textual information like liner notes are nice features, but will 
need to be scaled to fit the screen without the need for scrolling, hyperlinking or page 
turns which can confuse context ("Mobile Web Best Practices" sec. Presentation 
Issues). 
 
Input must also be considered. Some devices have touch screens, and some don't.  
The keyboards are almost always small, and thus present typing challenges. URLs and 
search forms are hard to fill in. Navigation between fields may not occur in the expected 
order and navigation features such as a "Back Button" may not exist, or a user may not 
know how to use it ("Mobile Web Best Practices" sec. Input).  With video or audio 
presentation this can be a significant issue.  Lengthy search queries invoking artist, title, 
movement and other metadata fields easily navigated on a desktop can become an 
obstacle on mobile devices.  Providing the most expedient method of accessing content 
is essential. Radio-like functionality or "play-list" options are ways to limit the need for a 
user to navigate the resource.  
 
Bandwidth speed and cost are still potential issues for many mobile devices. Latency 
times can be high, leading to longer loading times for audio tracks.  Any associated 
images will extend loading time.  Furthermore, bandwidth can be expensive.  
Compressed files with images scaled to fit the screen properly can help. Needless to 
say, content that was not requested, such as advertisements, should be kept to a 
minimum ("Mobile Web Best Practices" sec. Bandwidth and Cost). 
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Device limitations and variations amongst mobile devices offer further challenges. 
Browser support for features such as scripting (CSS, JavaScript. etc.) can be limited or 
nonexistent (Buczynski 267; "Mobile Compatibility Tables").  Processing power is limited 
and varies between mobile devices.  Re-flowing pages, laying out tables, and 
processing unnecessarily long and complex style sheets can all limit functionality and 
therefore hinder the user experience ("Mobile Web Best Practices" sec. Device 
Limitations). Not all audio and video file types can play on all devices.   
There can be widely disparate characteristics among mobile devices. Input and 
navigation methods can vary. Different screen sizes may demand different size images, 
and different capabilities may require different file types. This can make it difficult to 
provide a consistent user experience across a range of devices.  Furthermore, 
heightened user expectations need to be considered.  Mobile users are often goal-
oriented.  If they are attempting to access an audio track, they need to get to it quickly 
and easily; scrolling, linking and page turning should be kept to a minimum. Effort to 
preserve the context within which the audio is being presented can enhance a user's 
experience ("Mobile Web Best Practices" sec. User Goals). 
 
Considering the characteristics and limitations of mobile devices, there are three main 
ways to deliver content:  creating applications, or "Apps",  specific for various devices; 
creating and/or presenting content specifically for mobile consumption, (Wireless 
Access Protocol or WAP pages for example); or modifying content, (dynamically or 
statically).  
 
Creating "Apps" is one option. This offers the most control over a user's experience, and 
the ability to predict what that experience will be. Specific "Apps" will need to be created 
for all devices the content provider hopes to reach. Programming expertise is also 
required.  Libraries can create the Apps "in house" if they have the qualified staff, or 
outsource if they have the necessary resources.  With Apps, presentation can be 
tailored to meet the specifications of particular devices. 
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Figure 7: the Pandora App on the iPhone and Blackberry platforms 
 
In Figure 7 we see the App from the popular online audio service Pandora, which is 
available for both the iPhone and Blackberry platforms.  The content is the same but the 
presentation is specific for the devices.  Furthermore, specific capabilities of the device 
can be exploited.  
 
 
 
Figure 8: the "cover flow" feature of the iPhone via the Pandora App 
 
 
In Figure 8 we see Pandora's iPhone App utilising the "cover flow" feature of the 
iPhone. 
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WAP pages are one way to deliver content specifically intended for mobile devices.  
They require a special mark-up language, WML (Wireless Markup Language), and a 
specific WAP browser (Jones). This has been a popular choice in the past, although it is 
not necessarily the best option for presenting media-rich audio or video content. 
 
First, WAP browsers tend to be stripped down. Some support CSS.2, AJAX, and 
JavaScript, but many do not ("Mobile Compatibility Tables"). Display issues are 
compounded by variation amongst browsers because some support images and some 
don't. WAP sites adjust to any mobile device, but often at the expense of many of the 
advanced capabilities of the web, including, in some cases, streaming media. Many 
modern phones, however, are quite capable of delivering a full web experience. 
Formatting or adapting a standard web page for "smart phones" may be a better option.  
 
Methods for adapting web content include Server-Driven content negotiation, Media 
Types and Media Queries, or other options such as Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 
scripting. 
 
With content negotiation, a user's device delivers HTTP headers to a content provider's 
server. These headers provide valuable information that can help the server determine 
whether or not a given device is mobile, which MIME types it can handle, (e.g., XHTML 
MP, WML, HTTP), and sometimes even accepted file types. With this information the 
server could then redirect the user to corresponding content or style sheets displaying 
information more appropriately (Jones). With Server-Driven content negotiation, all the 
action happens in the web server itself, so in some circumstances this can be a great 
solution for static web pages. It can limit a user's need to type in long URLs, by allowing 
the server to redirect them from a "home page" to a "mobile home page" where content 
and file types are presented appropriately (Jones). 
 
Media Types and Media Queries are ways to further refine this process. Media Queries 
build on the functionality of Media Types.  These features can be fully implemented in 
CSS2, HTML4, or even XML tags. With Media Queries, information from HTTP headers 
can be combined with links to appropriate CSS style sheets displaying content designed 
for various different uses.  Screen size of users' devices (width and height), screen 
orientation (portrait or landscape), aspect-ratio(s) and other display type features can all 
be considered.  Media types that can be specified include:  'handheld', 'print', 
'projection', 'screen', 'tv', and others ("Media Queries"). 
 
CGI Scripting can be another effective way to modify content for mobile devices.  
CGI scripting can make a web page more interactive, allowing a web page to respond to 
an action by the user - executing a search query, for example (Nackerud 223). Libraries 
can also use CGI scripting to dynamically serve appropriate content to mobile devices.  
An iPhone could receive content suited for its platform, while a Nokia device receives 
different content. The diversity in mobile device capabilities is significant. CGI scripting 
could easily accommodate various devices' specifications such as screen size and 
browser features, and more advanced specifications such as media file types, which 
can be difficult to anticipate. 
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CGI scripts interact with user information in a couple of ways.  This can happen via 
HTML forms, but could also be through information retrieved dynamically from HTML 
headers or HTTP User Agent headers, which can recognize the identity of the web 
browser and, typically, the specific device. Then, with this information, a CGI script 
could map or mine information about the phone from a data set such as WURFL, and 
appropriate content or styling of content could then be rendered (Jones).   Data sets 
such as WURFL, referred to as Device Description Repositories, list information such as 
what that phone/browser is capable of playing/displaying, including formats, screen size 
and depth, and the navigation keys that are available (Jones). User Agent Profile 
(UAProf) is another common Device Description Repository. 
 
On a larger scale, institutional delivery of media content requires access to some type of 
digital library system. For a brief discussion of the main functions and features of these 
systems see Appendix 1. 
 
Providing media rich content to mobile devices can be an attractive option for libraries 
as there are many devices capable of delivering an enjoyable user experience.  
Providing this content to users does, however, require attention to a wide variety of 
variables.   
 
Mobile access to audio and video collections: three case studies 
 
In this section, we present three case studies that demonstrate mobile initiatives to 
enhance access to local audio and video collections. We have selected these projects 
because they have grown out of grass roots efforts at the institutional level, and may not 
be well known. They provide a healthy contrast to some of the high-quality mobile 
initiatives that have recently been launched by proprietary databases of media content, 
including Naxos (iPhone apps for their Naxos Music Library and Naxos Jazz 
databases), Alexander Street Press (iPhone and Android support for a number of their 
databases), OverDrive (mobile support on a variety of devices for audiobooks and 
music) and NetLibrary (mobile support on a variety of devices for audiobooks). As good 
as some proprietary databases are, however, they do have their limits, and library users 
frequently require access to content that these services simply cannot provide. 
 
National Film Board of Canada: "NFB Films" iPhone App 
 
In October 2009, the National Film Board of Canada (NFB) launched "NFB Films", an 
iPhone application that offers free viewing of hundreds of NFB films over Wi-Fi or 3G 
networks.  The motivation for this mobile initiative by the NFB grew out of their mandate 
to increase access to the film collection for people in remote communities who would 
not otherwise be able to view these films. 
 
The NFB's history of commitment to increased online access began in earnest in 2000 
with the CineRoute pilot project, which was developed in order to make selected films 
from the NFB collection available by request over the Internet.  In the first phase, the 
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initial audience for the 800-title collection was students and instructors at colleges and 
universities, as well as those working at Canadian research centres.  Phase two of the 
project extended the service to elementary and high schools, public libraries and 
community organizations (Handman 443).   In the Estimates report published in 2000, 
the NFB made a commitment to "continue research and development on the CineRoute 
project, which will enable the NFB to offer Canada's first cinema-on-demand service via 
the Internet" (19).   
  
In 2007, the NFB took part in an initiative to explore access to media in the emerging 
mobile environment.  This initiative,  called mobiDOCS: Confessions in a Digital Age 
(http://www.nfb.ca/mobidocs), featured ten 2-minute shorts created for mobile, online, 
television and cinema, co-produced by Film Australia and the NFB.  Content could be 
viewed on the web or downloaded for use on mobile devices such as the iPod video. 
 
The NFB launched the 'Screening Room' (http://nfb.ca) in January 2009, providing 
access to hundreds of films from their collection through Flash-based streaming 
technology.  The web service opened up a previously inaccessible collection of 
Canadiana archives "from historical films dating back to 1928 to current contemporary 
releases, including award-winning documentaries, animation and fiction" (NFB). 
 
By October 2009 the NFB extended its service to the iPhone and iPod Touch platforms 
when it released "NFB Films", an iPhone app that offered access to the digitized film 
collection through mobile Wi-Fi or 3G networks.  One of the highlights was the ability to 
download content, which could then be viewed in offline contexts -- creating a truly 
mobile viewing experience.  Downloads are only usable for a 48-hour period, after 
which time they will expire.  This is similar to a traditional library circulation model where 
materials can be borrowed for a predetermined length of time.   
 
Since its release in October 2009, "NFB Films" has been largely successful.  By June 1, 
2010 the NFB app for the iPhone had been downloaded more than 235,000 times, with 
821,000 film views (Lavender).  In June 2010 the NFB released "NFB Films for iPad", a 
free application for the iPad, which offers similar access to the digitized film collection, 
with added features such as split-screen technology allowing users to browse video and 
related content simultaneously. 
 
The temporary download access model is successful because it enables institutions to 
offer access to a large number of materials, negating the need to acquire copyright 
licenses for individual items.  In this case, users have benefited greatly from the 
digitization of a collection that is difficult to access in person (the physical collection is 
divided between offices in Montreal and Toronto) but has much to offer in terms of 
access to Canadian cultural artifacts.   Because the video is downloaded before 
viewing, video quality is high, and plays without the interruptions often experienced 
while streaming multimedia content.  One of the noticeable drawbacks of this case is 
the heavy reliance on the Apple mobile devices, with no visible moves to expand the 
service to other smart phones.    
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Concordia  University Libraries  
 
Concordia University Libraries developed a project in 2008 to provide access to sound 
recordings required for course-related listening (Mason and Wiercinski).  While course 
listening requirements are traditionally accessed through physical resources such as 
compact disc loans, this project explored the idea of making these resources accessible 
remotely. Initially designed for a web interface, explorations into the adaptation of the 
project for a mobile interface began in January 2010. 
 
The introduction of web access to audio course reserves was successful, expanding 
from use in three courses in 2008-09 to nine courses during 2009-10. The majority of 
students who were surveyed gave positive feedback about the new service.  
Furthermore, many indicated that they would be likely to use a mobile-based service for 
accessing the same audio reserve items instead of, or in addition to, the web based 
service and compact disc loans.  Based on this feedback, a mobile project began in 
January 2010, exploring two options for mobile access: one was to use existing 
software to provide access to audio files (ooTunes software), and the other was to make 
use of emerging web standards to create a mobile-compatible audio player (modified 
jPlayer). 
 
The first approach used ooTunes, a web and mobile application that allows users to 
access a central audio library from remote locations. Access is achieved in one of three 
ways: via a web browser, mobile browser or iPhone app.  At Concordia University, the 
audio files required for course listening were uploaded to a server using the iTunes 
digital media player application, and student access to the collection was controlled by a 
shared user name and password.  The ooTunes pilot project was successful because 
students were given multiple options for access to the audio files, through user-friendly 
interfaces that were designed specifically for mobile access.  Access via the iPhone app 
was particularly well received, since it offered a number of features that enhanced the 
user experience during playback, including display of album art and music metadata 
(such as artist, album and track title information), and the ability to simultaneously 
browse for and listen to content.  While feedback on the iPhone app was largely 
positive, there was some concern about its five-dollar fee, which the library reimbursed 
during the pilot project. 
 
The second approach was to build a customized streaming audio player based on 
emerging standards that emphasize accessibility across web and mobile platforms.  The 
project was based on jPlayer, a free, open source audio player that relies on the HTML5 
standard to provide streaming access to audio files hosted by the institution.  While the 
original jPlayer template was designed for use in a web context, its integration with 
HTML5 and JavaScript instead of Flash made it possible to use for audio playback in a 
mobile context.  The project utilized mobile-specific HTML code such as the <viewport> 
meta tag, which customizes display for mobile browser dimensions (see Appendix 2 for 
the HTML code used in this project) and a customizable CSS style sheet that allows for 
interface optimization for mobile viewing (see Appendix 3 to see the entire CSS style 
sheet).  The mobile prototype (accessible at: http://www.sqacbm.org/carolyn/) is an 
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interesting example of the potential of the newly developed HTML5 standard and its 
flexibility for use in both web and mobile environments. 
 
Both approaches allowed the institution to provide temporary, streaming access to 
audio content, thereby adhering to copyright legislation.  Although many institutions can 
now provide mobile access to content by way of commercial subscription-based audio 
databases, this project gave the library more control over which parts of its collection to 
make available, as well as the ability to host content that was simply not available 
through its subscription databases.  Furthermore, the Concordia example is promising 
because it offers an alternative approach to providing access to sound recordings for 
course-related listening. This approach looks beyond both the traditional model of 
lending physical materials for fixed periods of time, and the "desktop" model of online 
access which requires being tethered to a stationary computer. 
 
Denver Public Library: "Stories for Kids" Podcasting Program 
 
The Denver Public Library's (DPL) program provides access to children's stories 
through podcasts that can be downloaded to a computer or mobile device. 
 
The project is an initiative to offer story time for kids in new contexts outside the library 
building.  The DPL has explored this idea before with the "Phone-a-Story" program, 
which allows kids to call the library and access a collection of audio stories for different 
age groups, in either Spanish or English. The "Stories for Kids" podcasts project 
(http://podcast.denverlibrary.org) expands access to children's stories to both the web 
and mobile platforms. 
  
The podcasts are accessible in two ways: through RSS feed subscription or through 
download on the library web site.  The RSS feed has been featured on the iTunes store 
and various online podcasting directories (e.g., podcastdirectory.com). The Denver 
Public Library podcast page is easy to navigate in a mobile browser, though it has not 
been optimized for mobile viewing. 
  
When the project started in 2006, it only featured stories in the public domain in an effort 
to adhere to copyright legislation that specified: "reading, recording, and distributing the 
audio of a copyrighted story requires permission from the publisher and author, unless 
the clip is less than three minutes in length" (Jeske 3).  Soon after, the DPL took steps 
to offer access to stories outside the public domain by obtaining permissions from 
publishers individually.  This effort was somewhat successful: several publishers 
responded, and permissions were obtained to offer access to titles as long as attribution 
was specified with each podcast.  The collection has grown to more than seventy 
stories which are available for free download and private use.   
 
This case is interesting because podcasts tend to be used to distribute content 
generated by the institution, such as library audio tours or lectures, where copyright is 
straightforward.  It also addresses the issue of converting existing content and taking 
advantage of new technology to make the collection more widely accessible.  Mobile 
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accessibility could be improved in this case by optimizing the podcasts page for viewing 
on mobile browsers.   
 
Conclusion 
  
The literature on mobile access to library audio and video collections has, up until now, 
focused on what we would call semi-mobile access (i.e. mobile access that requires a 
trip to the physical library, as is the case with preloaded iPods) or on proprietary, multi-
media databases such as OverDrive. The sole exception to this trend is Jeske's 
discussion of the Denver Public Library's podcasting service. We have attempted to 
narrow this gap by discussing truly mobile, institutionally-generated initiatives such as 
those of the National Film Board of Canada and Concordia University. We have also 
provided expanded analysis of the Denver Public Library project. 
 
Libraries will need to continue to innovate in order to meet and exceed user 
expectations. As Jeske puts it: "While libraries have been very good at looking to one 
another for best practices, the most innovative online resources and services are being 
developed and delivered outside the library world" (22). Sites like YouTube, 
SoundCloud, GrooveShark, Last.fm and Citysounds.fm are good examples of such 
innovation. Their creative mobile applications continue to raise the standards with user-
friendly interfaces and ingenious features. The mobile revolution provides significant 
opportunities for libraries, with their media-rich collections and unique content, to take 
inspiration from these projects and develop forward-looking services. 
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Appendix 1: Key Features and Functions of Digital Media Libraries 
 
Anyone looking to purchase or develop software in order to set up a mobile-friendly 
digital media library for their institution will want to be aware of some of the more 
important features that are commonly found in these systems. Keeping a checklist of 
desired features and functionality will help in evaluating different commercial options, 
and also with making the choice of whether or not to buy or build; but perhaps most 
importantly, it will help to ensure that your digital media library ends up doing everything 
you want it to, both from an end-user and an administrative perspective. In this section 
we will describe some key features to be aware of. Before getting to that, however, it will 
be helpful to review briefly the component parts of a digital media library system. 
 
Digital media library systems, generally speaking, require software to address five basic 
functions: editing (i.e. rearranging, remixing, or changing the media files), encoding (i.e. 
converting raw media files into a format that can be streamed), streaming (i.e. software 
that sends media files from where they are stored to a user's computer or mobile 
device), organizing or managing (i.e. some type of content or digital asset management 
system), and distributing (i.e. a front-end web site or portal where users access the 
media content). The first four (i.e. editing, encoding, streaming, and organizing or 
managing) are "back-end" functions, which are typically not directly accessible to the 
end-user. The fifth (i.e. distributing), is a "front-end" function, meaning the visible, 
tangible part where end-users engage with content. These five functions can be 
addressed by using a single, unified software system, or more commonly by combining 
a variety of separate software pieces together. The system may be hosted locally on the 
institution's own servers or externally, by using a commercial hosting service. Key 
"back-end" features to be aware of are listed in Table 1; key "front-end" features" are 
listed in Table 2.  
 
Table 1: Key "back-end" features of digital media library systems 
 
Feature Description 
Batch importing and encoding Batch importing and encoding allows you 
to add multiple files at a time, which is 
important for an efficient work-flow.  
Encoding for mobile devices  Make sure that the system can encode 
media files into the format(s) supported by 
the mobile devices that you are targeting. 
Administrator-created playlists It is often necessary to group media files 
together (e.g, the different movements of 
a musical work), so that playback is 
continuous and in a set order.  
Automated metadata indexing Any system that can extract metadata 
from imported media files (e.g., artist, 
album and track titles from MP3 audio 
files) will save time. 
Authentication  Make sure that the software supports your 
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institution's authentication system (e.g., 
Active Directory/LDAP). 
Web-based audio and video editor The ability to edit media files can be 
important (e.g., adding subtitles to a video; 
cropping or rearranging content). 
 
Table 2: Key "front-end" features of digital media library systems 
 
Feature Description 
Accessible on mobile devices Make sure that your digital library is 
accessible on the mobile devices that you 
are targeting. 
User-created playlists Users appreciate the ability to create, 
save, and share playlists. 
Web 2.0 functionality Providing support for Web 2.0 functionality 
such as commenting, rating, user 
generated content, and RSS makes for an 
engaging and interactive site. 
Permanent links, embed codes, and 
sharing  
Providing support for permanent links, 
embed codes, QR codes, and sharing 
(e.g., automated posting on popular social 
networking sites) will help to ensure that 
your content is accessible from a variety 
of entry points. 
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Appendix 2: HTML code for Concordia's mobile-friendly jPlayer 
 
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC '-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN' 
'http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd'>  
<html xmlns='http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml' lang='en' xml:lang='en'>  
<head>  
<!-- Website Design By: www.happyworm.com -->  
<title>HTML5 playlist player</title>  
  
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />  
<meta name = "viewport" content = "width = 300px, user-scalable = no">  
  
<link href="jPlayer.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" />  
<!--[if IE 6]> 
<link href="ie6.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" /> 
<![endif]-->  
<link rel="shortcut icon" href="jplayer.ico" type="image/x-icon">  
  
<link href="jplayer.blue.monday.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" />  
  
<script type="text/javascript" src="js/jquery.min.js"></script>  
<script type="text/javascript" src="js/jquery.jplayer.min.js"></script>  
  
<script type="text/javascript" src="js/demos.common.js"></script>  
<script>  
  
$(document).ready(function(){ 
  
 var playItem = 0; 
  
 var myPlayList = [ 
  {name:"Scratch Variation",mp3:"audio/Scratch_Variation_Bach.mp3", 
ogg:"audio/Scratch_Variation_Bach.ogg"}, 
  {name:"Run",mp3:"audio/Run.mp3",ogg:"audio/Run.ogg"}, 
  {name:"I'm Forgetting 
Everyone",mp3:"audio/I'm_Forgetting_Everyone.mp3",ogg:"audio/I'm_Forgetting_Everyone.ogg"}, 
  {name:"Nicht So 
Schnell...",mp3:"audio/Nicht_So_Schnell.mp3",ogg:"audio/Nicht_So_Schnell.ogg"}, 
  {name:"Goldberg Variation 
20",mp3:"audio/20_Goldberg_Var.mp3",ogg:"audio/20_Goldberg_Var.ogg"}, 
  {name:"The Fats 
Variation",mp3:"audio/The_Fats_Variation.mp3",ogg:"audio/The_Fats_Variation.ogg"}, 
 ]; 
  
 // Local copy of jQuery selectors, for performance. 
 var jpPlayTime = $("#jplayer_play_time"); 
 var jpTotalTime = $("#jplayer_total_time"); 
 var jpStatus = $("#demo_status"); // For displaying information about jPlayer's status in 
the demo page 
  
 $("#jquery_jplayer").jPlayer({ 
  ready: function() { 
   displayPlayList(); 
   playListInit(false); // Parameter is a boolean for autoplay. 
   demoInstanceInfo(this.element, $("#demo_info")); // This displays 
information about jPlayer's configuration in the demo page 
  }, 
  oggSupport: true 
 }) 
 .jPlayer("onProgressChange", function(loadPercent, playedPercentRelative, 
playedPercentAbsolute, playedTime, totalTime) { 
  jpPlayTime.text($.jPlayer.convertTime(playedTime)); 
  jpTotalTime.text($.jPlayer.convertTime(totalTime)); 
  
  demoStatusInfo(this.element, jpStatus); // This displays information about 
jPlayer's status in the demo page 
 }) 
 .jPlayer("onSoundComplete", function() { 
  playListNext(); 
 }); 
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 $("#jplayer_previous").click( function() { 
  playListPrev(); 
  return false; 
 }); 
 $("#jplayer_next").click( function() { 
  playListNext(); 
  return false; 
 }); 
 function displayPlayList() { 
  for (i=0; i < myPlayList.length; i++) { 
   $("#jplayer_playlist ul").append("<li id='jplayer_playlist_item_"+i+"'>"+ 
myPlayList[i].name +"</li>"); 
   $("#jplayer_playlist_item_"+i).data( "index", i ).click( function() { 
    var index = $(this).data("index"); 
    if (playItem != index) { 
     playListChange( index ); 
    } else { 
     $("#jquery_jplayer").jPlayer("play"); 
    } 
   }); 
  } 
 } 
 function playListInit(autoplay) { 
  if(autoplay) { 
   playListChange( playItem ); 
  } else { 
   playListConfig( playItem ); 
  } 
 } 
 function playListConfig( index ) { 
  $("#jplayer_playlist_item_"+playItem).removeClass("jplayer_playlist_current"); 
  $("#jplayer_playlist_item_"+index).addClass("jplayer_playlist_current"); 
  playItem = index; 
  $("#jquery_jplayer").jPlayer("setFile", myPlayList[playItem].mp3, 
myPlayList[playItem].ogg); 
 } 
 function playListChange( index ) { 
  playListConfig( index ); 
  $("#jquery_jplayer").jPlayer("play"); 
 } 
  function playListNext() { 
  var index = (playItem+1 < myPlayList.length) ? playItem+1 : 0; 
  playListChange( index ); 
 } 
 function playListPrev() { 
  var index = (playItem-1 >= 0) ? playItem-1 : myPlayList.length-1; 
  playListChange( index ); 
 } 
}); 
  
</script>  
</head>  
  
<h1>Sample Playlist</h1>  
<body class="demos">  
 <div id="jquery_jplayer"></div>  
 <div class="jp-playlist-player">  
  <div class="jp-interface">  
   <ul class="jp-controls">  
    <li id="jplayer_play" class="jp-play">play</li>  
    <li id="jplayer_pause" class="jp-pause">pause</li>  
    <li id="jplayer_stop" class="jp-stop">stop</li>  
       
    <li id="jplayer_volume_min" class="jp-volume-min">min volume</li>  
    <li id="jplayer_volume_max" class="jp-volume-max">max volume</li>  
    <li id="jplayer_previous" class="jp-previous">previous</li>  
    <li id="jplayer_next" class="jp-next">next</li>  
   </ul>  
  <div class="jp-progress">  
   <div id="jplayer_load_bar" class="jp-load-bar">  
    <div id="jplayer_play_bar" class="jp-play-bar"></div>  
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    </div>  
           </div>  
   <div id="jplayer_volume_bar" class="jp-volume-bar">  
    <div id="jplayer_volume_bar_value" class="jp-volume-bar-
value"></div>  
   </div>  
   <div id="jplayer_play_time" class="jp-play-time"></div>  
   <div id="jplayer_total_time" class="jp-total-time"></div>  
   </div>  
   <div id="jplayer_playlist" class="jp-playlist">  
  <ul>  
  <!-- The function displayPlayList() uses this unordered list -->  
  </ul>  
    </div>  
   </div>  
<div id="bottom">    
      <div id="demo_info" class= "demo_info"></div>  
</div>  
   
</body>  
</html> 
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Appendix 3: CSS Style Sheet for Concordia's mobile-friendly jPlayer 
 
/* 
 * Skin for jPlayer Plugin (jQuery JavaScript Library) 
 * http://www.happyworm.com/jquery/jplayer 
 * 
 * Copyright (c) 2010 Happyworm Ltd 
 * Dual licensed under the MIT and GPL licenses. 
 *  - http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php 
 *  - http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html 
 * 
 */ 
 
div.jp-playlist-player { 
 font-size:1.3em; 
 font-family: Helvetica; 
 font-style: normal; 
 line-height:1.8; 
 color: #222; 
 width: device-width; 
} 
div.jp-interface { 
 position: relative; 
 background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#ccc), 
to(#00B6FE)); 
 background-color: #00B6FE; 
 width: 303px; 
 height: 150px; 
 border: 1px solid #999999; 
 margin-top: 0px; 
 margin-bottom: 0px; 
 margin-left: 0px; 
 margin-right: 0px;  
} 
div.jp-playlist-player div.jp-interface { 
 width: device-width; 
 } 
div.jp-interface  ul.jp-controls { 
 list-style-type:none; 
 width: device-width; 
} 
div.jp-interface  ul.jp-controls li { 
 overflow:hidden; 
 text-indent:-9999px; 
} 
li.jp-play, 
li.jp-pause { 
 display: block; 
 position: absolute; 
 top:98px; 
 width:85px; 
 height:85px; 
 cursor: pointer; 
} 
div.jp-playlist-player li.jp-play, 
div.jp-playlist-player li.jp-pause { 
 left:95px; 
} 
li.jp-play { 
 background: url("images/play_button.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
} 
li.jp-play:hover { 
 background: url("images/play_button_hover.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
} 
li.jp-pause { 
 background: url("images/pause_button.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
} 
li.jp-pause:hover { 
 background: url("images/pause_button_hover.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
} 
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li.jp-stop { 
 position: absolute; 
 top:98px; 
 background: url("images/stop_button.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
 width:85px; 
 height:85px; 
 cursor: pointer; 
} 
div.jp-playlist-player li.jp-stop { 
 left:225px; 
} 
li.jp-stop:hover { 
 background: url("images/stop_button_hover.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
} 
li.jp-previous { 
 position: absolute; 
 left:30px; 
 top:100px; 
 background: url("images/arrow_left.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
 width:50px; 
 height:50px; 
 cursor: pointer; 
} 
li.jp-previous:hover { 
 background: url("images/arrow_left_hover.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
} 
li.jp-next { 
 position: absolute; 
 left:150px; 
 top:100px; 
 background: url("images/arrow_right.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
 width:50px; 
 height:50px; 
 cursor: pointer; 
} 
li.jp-next:hover { 
 background: url("images/arrow_right_hover.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
} 
div.jp-progress { 
 background: url("images/volume_bar.png") 0 0 repeat-x; 
 border: .1px solid #D3D3D3; 
 position: absolute; 
 top:120px; 
 overflow:hidden; 
 background-color: #ddd; 
 width:185px; 
 height:11px; 
} 
div.jp-playlist-player div.jp-progress { 
 top: 55px; 
 left:55px; 
 position: absolute; 
} 
div.jp-load-bar { 
 background: url("images/volume_bar.png") 0 0 repeat-x; 
 width:0px; 
 height:15px; 
 cursor: pointer; 
 border: 0px solid #D3D3D3; 
} 
div.jp-play-bar { 
 background: url("images/volume_bar_hover.png") 0 0 repeat-x ; 
 width:0px; 
 height:15px; 
} 
li.jp-volume-min { 
 position: absolute; 
 top:0px; 
 background: url("images/volume_empty.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
 width:55px; 
 height:45px; 
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 cursor: pointer; 
} 
div.jp-playlist-player li.jp-volume-min { 
 left:10px; 
 top: 0px; 
} 
li.jp-volume-min:hover { 
 background: url("images/volume_empty_hover.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
} 
li.jp-volume-max { 
 position: absolute; 
 top:55px; 
 background: url("images/volume_full.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
 width:55px; 
 height:45px; 
 cursor: pointer; 
} 
div.jp-playlist-player li.jp-volume-max { 
 left:235px; 
 top: 09px; 
} 
li.jp-volume-max:hover { 
 background: url("images/volume_full_hover.gif") 0 0 no-repeat; 
} 
div.jp-volume-bar { 
 position: absolute; 
 overflow:hidden; 
 top:55px; 
 background: url("images/volume_bar.png") 0 0 repeat-x; 
 border: 1px solid #D3D3D3; 
 width:185px; 
 height:11px; 
 cursor: pointer; 
} 
div.jp-playlist-player div.jp-volume-bar { 
 left:53px; 
 top: 24px; 
} 
div.jp-volume-bar-value { 
 background: url("images/volume_bar_hover.png") 0 0 repeat-x; 
 width: 185px; 
 height:11px; 
} 
div.jp-play-time, 
div.jp-total-time { 
 position: absolute; 
 top:65px; 
 width:122px; 
 font-size:.64em; 
 font-style:oblique; 
 color: #2E2E2E; 
} 
div.jp-total-time { 
 text-align: right; 
} 
div.jp-playlist-player div.jp-play-time { 
 left: 35px; 
} 
div.jp-playlist-player div.jp-total-time { 
 left:135px; 
} 
div.jp-playlist { 
 width:device-width; 
 margin-top: 0 0 0 0; 
 padding: none; 
} 
div.jp-playlist ul{ 
 list-style-type:none; 
 margin-top:0px; 
 margin-right: 0px; 
 margin-left: 0px; 
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 background-color:#C2E8D3; 
 border:0px solid #009be3; 
 border-top:none; 
 width: 305px; 
 font-size:.80em; 
} 
div.jp-playlist-player div.jp-playlist ul { 
 padding:0px 0px 0px 0px; 
 width: device-width; 
} 
div.jp-playlist-player div.jp-playlist li{ 
 background-color: #FFFFFF; 
    border: 1px solid #999999; 
    color: #222222; 
    display: block; 
    font-size: 17px; 
    font-weight: bold; 
    margin-bottom: -1px; 
    padding: 12px 10px; 
    text-decoration: none; 
} 
/* 
div.jp-playlist-player div.jp-playlist li{ 
 padding:4px 0 4px 0px; 
 background: #F7F9FE; 
 border-bottom:1px solid #FB383E; 
 cursor: pointer; 
 width: device-width; 
 padding-left:25px; 
} 
*/ 
div.jp-playlist-player div.jp-playlist li.jplayer_playlist_current { 
 color:#0070C0; 
 list-style-type: disc; 
 list-style-position:inside; 
 padding-left:25px; 
 cursor: default; 
 width: device-width;  
} 
div.jp-playlist-player div.jp-playlist li:hover { 
 color:#00B6FE; 
 width: device-width; 
} 
 
 
